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The Nobel Lecture
Good economics for hard times” against the backdrop of COVID-19 was the topic under discussion at the University of Cape Town’s (UCT) first Vice-Chancellor’s (VC) Open Lecture for 2021.The lecture was ...
University of Cape Town: Nobel Laureate Abhijit Banerjee presents ‘Good economics for hard times’
The St. Louis County Board will celebrate Bob Dylan and his upcoming 80th birthday at its meeting in Duluth on Tuesday. Commissioners will proclaim the "Year of Dylan" set to begin on Dylan's birthday ...
St. Louis County Board will proclaim 'Year of Dylan' on Tuesday
As Lippmann himself explained in his Nobel lecture, “The method is very simple. A plate is covered with a sensitive transparent layer that is even and grainless. This is placed in a holder ...
Researchers Get a Deeper Look at Some of the Oldest Color Photos Ever
M, The University of Texas at Austin and Nobel Prize Outreach proudly announced today a collaboration to inspire the next generation of innovators in a two-day virtual event called The Nobel Prize ...
3M, UT Austin and Nobel Prize Outreach collaborate to inspire future innovators
Dr Tahera Qutbuddin, a professor of Arabic Literature at the University of Chicago, recently became the first person of Indian-origin to win the 15 th Sheikh Zyed Book Award. The award is considered ...
Mumbai-born Dr Tahera Qutbuddin First Indian To Win Arab World Nobel Prize
Physics Nobel laureate Chen Ning Yang expressed confidence in China's scientific sector, saying its advancement will encourage more Chinese researchers studying abroad to return home. Yang, honorary ...
Interview: Nobel laureate confident in China's scientific advancements
announced its second class of UC President’s Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings Fellows, an extraordinary group of 30 young scientists selected from the 10 UC campuses and three national laboratories to ...
Young UC scientists to learn from Nobel laureates
The American Association for Thoracic Surgery Annual Meeting is the oldest and largest cardiothoracic surgery meeting in North America. The 101st Annual Meeting will be held virtually April 30 - May 2 ...
AATS 101st Annual Meeting tip sheet
Dr. Blaser, the Henry Rutgers Chair of the Human Microbiome and professor of medicine and microbiology at the Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School and director of the Center for Advanced ...
International organization honors renowned Rutgers microbiologist
Three Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory postdoctoral appointees have been selected to attend the 70th annual Lindau Nobel Laureate meeting ...
Lab postdocs selected to participate in Nobel meeting
Read our Cookies Policy We are delighted to sponsor the Royal Irish Academy (RIA) Discourse, a series of public lectures which are the oldest and most renowned series of talks in Ireland. Historically ...
Mason Hayes & Curran LLP sponsors the Royal Irish Academy Discourse Series: Celebrity Culture up to and in the Pandemic
In the voluminous literature on Thomas Jefferson, little has been written about his passionate interest in science. This new and original study of Jefferson ...
Jefferson's Shadow: The Story of His Science
The government of Nobel Peace Prize winner Abiy Ahmed acknowledges that ... Two people told the AP that a campaign to “re-educate” them has begun, including lectures promoting Abiy’s political party.
‘Clean out our insides’: Ethiopia detains Tigrayans amid war
Ethiopia has swept up thousands of ethnic Tigrayans into detention centers across the country on accusations that they are traitors, often holding them for months and without ...
Ethiopia detains Tigrayans amid war
UCSB Arts & Lectures (A&L) presents Creating Hope with His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama in Conversation with Pico Iyer, in an online event, 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 18. The presentation is the keynote ...
Hear Pico Iyer in Conversation With XIV Dalai Lama of Tibet
To celebrate HM Queen Sirikit's 85th birthday, Royal Bangkok Symphony Orchestra (RBSO) and Chulalongkorn University Concert Choir will perform the "Thai Classical Music" concert at Thailand Cultural ...
bangkok | Bangkok Post Lifestyle, restaurants-and-food, american-and-bbq
the Nobel Prize Concert, as well as a series of intercontinental, inspirational lecture events featuring Nobel Laureates. www.nobelprize.org Disclaimer: Nobel Prize Outreach is not directly or ...
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